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Similarities and differences between matroids (abstract dependence systems) and antimatr- 
oids (abstract convexity systems) are discussed and several analogous characterizations of these 
structures are compared. While both structures are subclasses of greedoids and arise (in 
different ways) from common structures (e.g. graphs, finite collections of points in R”), no 
relation analogous to matroid duality exists for antimatroids. 
1. Inhoductiou 
Matroids were introduced in 1935 by Whitney in his paper on the abstract 
properties of linear dependencies [17]. Van der Waerden described an equivalent 
structure in his 1937 book [15]. Another class of structures arises from various 
“shelling” procedures. These structures have appeared in the literature under 
various names: antimatroids, abstract convexity, antiexchange structures, altema- 
tive precedence structures, shelling structures, etc. ([6, 7, 8, 1, and 111). We use 
the term “antimatroids” to emphasize that these structures are related to, but 
remarkably different from, matroids. A common framework for matroids and 
antimatroids is found by considering “greedoids”, structures introduced in 1981 
by Korte and Lovasz [9]. 
This paper discusses imilarities and differences between matroids and antimatr- 
oids, whenever possible within the general framework of greedoids. Much of the 
material presented here has previously appeared; this paper is intended as a 
survey of known results documenting the relationship between matroids and 
antimatroids. To this end several cryptomorphic characterizations of each 
structure are given. Each of the matroid characterizations is well-known, and 
except for the one in terms of circuits, e:ach is obtained by adding and/or 
strengthening propvI . . pdies in the correspondjng well-known characterization of 
greedoids. Analogous characterizations are g&n for antimatroids. The circuit set 
characterization has previously appeared, but the rank and closure characteriza- 
tions are new. For both matroids and antimatroids, contraction and deletion 
minors are defined in terms of the collection of circuits. Properties of these 
operations as well as the relationship between these minors, general greedoid 
minors (as given in [lo]), and minors of convex geometries [7] are discussed. The 
paper concludes with a discussion of matroid duality and addresses the question 
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of an analogous duality function for antimatroids. The interpretation of “duality” 
presented here was developed by Bland and Dietrich in [2, 3, 41. 
The books by Welsh [16] and Tutte [14] contain the matroid results in this 
paper. If E is a finite set and $ is a collection of subsets of E then the pair (E, 4) 
is called a set system. A set system Jcc = (E, 9) is a matroid if the following 
properties are satisfied. 
0E9. (1) 
ilE9, YEX$?YEj. (2) 
x, YE$, ]X]>(Y]+3xEX-YYs.t. YUXEJJ. (3) 
The sets in 9 are said to be feasible or independent; all other sets are called 
infeasibfe or dependent. Property (3) is called an exchange uxiom, and any set 
system satisfying (3) is called an exchange system. Matroids arise by considering 
the edges of a graph and the linear dependencies of vectors in Euclidean space. 
Additional examples are given in [15] and [16]. 
Example 1. Graphs. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with edge set E, and let 
§ = {Xs E 1 X does not contain a circuit}. The pair (E, 9) is a matroid. 
Example 2. Linear dependence. Let n 2 9 and let E be a finite set of points in 
R”. If 3~ is the set of all linearly independent subsets of E, then the pair (E, 9) is 
a matroid. 
Of the equivalent definitions of antimatroids given in the literature, the 
following is appealing because of its similarity to the independent set definition of 
matroids. A set system (E, 9’) is an antimatroid if Y satisfies the following three 
properties. 
0EX (41 
XE~,X#0~3xEXS.t.X-xXE. (5) 
x, YE9,X$Y*3xEX-Yss.t. YUXESP. (6) 
The sets in 9’ are said to be feasible; all other sets are infeasible. The definition of 
shelling structures in [ll] required that E E 9; here an antimatroid is allowed to 
have “loops”, i.e. elements of E which do not appear in any feasible set. Any set 
system (E, 9’) satisfying properties (4) and (5) is said to be accessible, since for 
any set X E 9’ there is a chain of feasible sets X,, c X1 c X, c . . . c X,,, such that 
each Xi is obtained by adding one element to Xi-i. Note that property (6) is 
equivalent to Sp being closed under unions. Some examples of antimatroids are 
given below. Additional examples can be found in [ 111. 
E pie 3. Poset antirnutroid. Let (E, S) be a partially ordered sit and let 
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Sp = {X s E 1 IIC E X, y > x =) y E X} consist of all upper ideals of the poset. Then 
1sp satisfies properties (4), (S), and (6). 
Example 4. %relling of Q forest. Let T be a forest (acyclic graph) and let E be the 
vertices of T. Let Sp = (Xc E 1 T - .Y has the same number of connected 
components as T}. Then (E, 9’) is an antimatroid. 
Example 5. Convex point set shelling. Let E be a finite set of points in euclidean 
space, and let y= {{x1,x2,. . . , ~k}~E(xi$convex hull (E-{x,,...,xi}ViSk}. 
Then (E, 9’) is an antimatroid. 
Subclusiveness (2) implies accessibility, and property (6) implies the exchange 
;-xiom (3). A common framework for matroids and antimatroids is found by 
ca7nsidering the accessible exchange systems, i.e. those set systems (E, 9) that 
e.._---LI Satil;Q the followihg three ~it3j3XtkS. 
4)ES* (7) 
XE~,x#8~3xEXs.t.X-xE3t (8) 
x,YE~,~x~~)Yl~3xEX-Ys.t. YUXEZ (9) 
Such structures, called greedoids have been studied in several papers (cf. [9, 10, 
121) nd are characterized by the optimality of the greedy algorithm for a broad 
class of objective functions. These algorithmic aspects of greedoids are discussed 
in [ 121. The terminology for greedoids is the same as for antimatroids: sets in @ 
are feasible, all other sets are infeasible. 
Matroids and antimatroids are greedoids; however, not all greedoids belong to 
one of these two sub-classes. Some examples of greedoids that are neither 
natroids nor antimatroids are given. Additional examples may be found in [9] 
and [IO]. 
Example 6. Trimmed matroids. Trimmed matroids can be considered as inter- 
sections of matroids and special antimatroids defined by modular cuts of the 
matroid (see [ 131). The resulting greedoid may be neither a matroid nor an 
antimatroid. In general, the intersection of a matroid and an arbitrary antimatr- 
oid satisfies properties (7) and (8), but not (9). 
Example 7. Twisted matroid. Let (E, .9) be a matroid and let A E 9. fine pair 
(E, 9 A A) is a greedoid, where 9 A A = {X A A 1 X E 9) and A denotes the 
symmetric difference operation. 
Example 8. Directed Branching Greedoid. Let G be a directed grqli with edges 
E = E(G) and let a distinguished vertex r E V(G) be called the root. If 9 is the 
set of all arborescences in G rooted at r, then the pair (E, 9) is a greedoid. 
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A fundamental property shared by a large class of greedoids is the interval 
property: 
As both matroids and antimatroids have the interval property, so do trimmed 
matroids. The directed branching greedoid also satisfies the interval property, but 
not every greedoid does. For example, let E = {a, b, c, d} and let % = 
{Q, {u}, {b}, {c}, {a, c}, (6, c}, {a, 6, c}} be formed by twisting the uniform 
matroid of rank 2 on E with the set {c}. In this greedoid 0 and {b, c} can be 
augmented by the element a, but the set (8) cannot. 
Matroids not only satisfy the interval property, but also a stronger property, 
called the interval property without lower bounds: 
For greedoids, property (11) is equivalent to 9 being subclusive, so matroids are 
exactly those greedoids having the interval property without lower bounds. 
Antimatroids are exactly those grc;ioids having an interval property without upper 
bounds, i.e. 
A,BES,A~B,~EE-B,AU~ES$BU~E~. (12) 
Note that property (12) is equivalent to 9 being closed under unions. 
2. Ranlk and closure 
Korte and Lo&z [lo] have extended several notions associated with matroids 
to the more general setting of greedoids. Greedoids have been characterized both 
in terms of properties of a rank function and in terms of properties of a closure 
~~+~rator. These characterizations are presented, and the specialization to the 
sub-classes of matroids and antimatroids are compared. 
Let (E, 9) be a greedoid and let A c E. A basis of A is a maximal feasible 
subset of A. By the exchange axiom (9), all bases of A have the same cardinality, 
r(A), called the rank of A. Since 9 = (Xc E 1 r(X) = 1X1}, the rank function 
determines the greedoid. Korte and Lovasz [lo] characterize greedoids in terms 
of properties of the rank function. 
TImrem 1. Let E be a finite set. A function r : 2E --, Z is the rank function of a 
greedoid if and only if for X, Y c E and x, y E E: 
r(0) = 0; 
r(X) S IX] ; 
XcY+r(X)Sr(Y); 
r(X)=r(XUx)=r(XUy)+r(X)=r(XUxUy). 
(13) 
(14) 
(1% 
(16) 
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A function that satisfies property (16) is said to be locally submodular. Local 
submodularity is weaker than submodularity, but local submodularity together 
with the unit increase property is equivalent to submodularity. 
_- 
Theorem 2. Let E be a finite set. A function r : 2E+ Z is the rank function of a 
matroid if and only if r satisfies properties (13), (14), (IS), (16), and the following 
unit increase property : 
r(XUx)sr(X)+l VX~E,XEE. (17) 
Theorem 3. Let E be a finite set. A function r : 2E 3 Z is the rank function of an 
antimatroid if and only if r sati@es properties (13), (14), (15), (16), and the 
following property : 
r(X U x) > r(X), r(X U y) > r(X) 3 r(X u {x, y 1) > r(X) + 1, 
VXsE,x,y~E,x+y. (18) 
Proof. The rank function r of an antimatroid (E, 9) satisfies (13), (14), (15) and 
(16). Suppose there is a set X E E and distinct elements n, y E E such that 
r(X U x) > r(X) and r(X U y) > r(X). If A and B are bases of X Ux and X Uy 
respectively, A U B E 9. Then x E A -B,r(XUxUy)aJAUBJ>JBJar(X)+ 
1, and (18) is satisfied. 
To see the opposite implication, suppose that a function r : 2E* 2 satisfies 
properties (13), (14), (lS), (16), and (18). Let Sp- {Xc E 1 r(X) = 1X(). Then 
(E, 9’) is a greedoid, so it is sufficient to show that X U Y E 9’ whenever X, Y E 9. 
We do this by induction on IX]+ I Yl. The result is clear when 1X1+ I YI s 1. 
Suppose that for some integer k 3 1, 3’ is closed under unions of all pairs X’, 
Y’ E 9 having IX’] + ]Y’l c k. Let X, YE 9 with 1X1+ IYI = k -i- 1. If either set is 
empty, then X U Y E 9. Otherwise, there exist x E X, ,y E Y such that J - x, 
Y - y E 9. By the inductive hypothesis, 2 = (X - x j U (Y - y) E 9, 2 5 n r 2’ U 
(Y-y)EjPandZUy=YU(X- -)ESP, IfyEXorxEYthenXUY=ZUyor 
XUY=ZUx, andsoXUYE9. fitherwiser(ZUx)>r(Z)=(ZI=]XUYl-2 
and r(2 U y) > r(Z) = IX U Yl - 2. Property (I8) implies that r(X U Y) = r(2 U 
x Uy) > r(2) + 1 = (X U Y] - 1. By I)roperty (14), r(X U Y) = IX U Y] and so 
X U YE 9. This completes the induct] 3n and the proof of the theorem. 0 
Property (18) is a relaxation of sulbermodularity in much the same way that 
property (16) is a relaxation of submodularity. It can be considered a “local 
supermodularity” condition. The rank function of an antimatroid is n 
modular. For example, consider the antimatroid (E, 9) where E = (a, 6, c}, 
y= {(a}, (b), (a, c}, {b,‘c), (a, b, c}}. Then 4 = r((a, c}) + r(( 
r((a, b, c}) + r((a)) = 3. 
Using the rank function Korte and Lovasz [lo] define a closure oper 
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greedoids: 
a(X) = {x E E 1 r(X U x) = r(X)}. (1% 
Note that in contrast to the usual meaning of a closure operator, this operator is 
not necessarily monotone. Korte and Lo&z [lo] give the following axiomatic 
characterization of greedoids in terms of the closure operator. 
Theorem 4. Let E be a finite set. A mapping o: 2E + 2E is the closure operator of 
a greedoid if and only if the following three properties hold: 
x G @), VXc E; (20) 
xc Y c a(X) + a(X) = o(Y), VX, YsE; (21) 
IfXcEandxEE-XsuchthatforallzEXUx,z$o(XUx-z), (22) 
and x E a(X U y;, then y E a(X U x). 
If cr: 2’% 2E satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4 then the greedoid is uniquely 
determined; 9 = {XE h 1 x $ a(X -x) for all x E X}. Note that property (21) 
implies that the greedoid closure operator is idempotent. The following charac- 
terization of the closure operator of a matroid is well known (cf. [ 161). 
‘Kkorem 5. A mapping o: 2E+ 2E is the closure operator of a matroid on E if 
and only if the following four properties hold: 
x G a(X), WXc E; (23) 
Xc Y* o(X) c o(Y), VX, YsE; (24) 
o&(X)) = o(X), VXcE; (2% 
e, f $ o(X) and f E a(X U e) 3 e E a(.X U f). (26) 
The last property, (26) is called the “Steinitz-MacLane” exchange property. 
Property (22) in Theorem 4 is a relaxation of the Steinitz-MacLane exchange 
property, and property (21) is a relaxation of monotonicity. 
The closure function of an antimatroid can be characterized by properties (20), 
(21), and a property which resembles “reverse monotonicity”. 
Theorem 6. Let E be a finite set. A mapping o : 2E + 2L L the &sure operator of 
an antirnatroid if zznd only if properties (20), (21), and the following property 
hold: 
XcYcE+a(Y)-Yg~(x)-x. (27) 
roof. If (E, 9’) is an antimatroid, then the closure function 0 certainly satisfies 
properties (20) and (21). To show that property (27) is satisfied, let X c Y c E. If 
x E E - o(X), then there is a feasible set A E 9 with x E A c X U x. Let B be a 
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maximal feasible subset of Y. Then A U B is a feasible subset of Y U n. If x $ Y 
then r(YUx)ajAUBI>IB)=r(Y) and x $ a(Y). Therefore a(Y) - Y c 
a(X) - X and property (27) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that ~r:2~+2~ satisfies properties (20), (21), and (27). 
Let SP={XcEIx$a(X-~)~~EX}. If XcE, BEE-X are such that z$ 
a(X U x - z) whenever z E X U x, then x $ a(X). By (27), x $ a(X U y) - (X U 
y), (22) holds and o is the rank function of the greedoid (E, 9). To show that 9 
is closed under unions, let A, B $9’. If A U B $9 then there is an element 
x E A U B such that x E a((A U B) -x). Without loss of generality assume that 
x E A. By (27), x E a((A U B) - x) - ((A U B) - x) c a(A - x) contradicting the 
assumption that A is feasible. Therefore, the set A U B is feasible and 9 is closed 
under unions. 0 
3. Convexity and sirc~% 
Considering the complements of the feasible sets leads to another interesting 
characterization of antimatroids. These sets are called convex sets, and since the 
union of feasible sets is feasible, the intersection of convex sets is convex. This 
means that every set X c E is contained in a unique minimal convex set, r(X), 
called the convex hull of X. The convex hull operator t : 2E * 2E determines the 
antimatroid: 9’ = {X c E 1 z(E - X) = E - X}. The following theorem, from 
[ll], characterizes the antimatroid convex hull function. 
Theorem 7. Let E be a finite set. A mapping t : 2E + 2E is the convex hull operator 
of an antimatroid on E if and only if the following four properties hold: 
xc qx), WXcE. 
xGY+qX)c~(Y), WX, YcE. 
z@(X)) = z(X), WXcE. 
y,z$z(X) and z~r(XUy)=$yV(Xuz). 
(28) 
(29 
(30) 
(31) 
The last property, (31) is called the “antiSteinitz-MacLane” property because it 
has the same conditions, but opposite conclusion as the Steinitz-MacLane closure 
property of matroids (26). 
Matroids are frequently defined in terms of their dependent sets rather than 
their independent sets. Any superset of a dependent set is also dependent, so %, 
the collection of minimal dependent sets of a matroid, determines the matroid 
uniquely. The collection of minimal infeasible sets of an antimatroid contains only 
singletons, and so does not determine the antimatroid. There is however a 
collection of minimal “rooted” subsets that determines the antimatroid. This 
collection arises from the following operation. For a greedoid (E, 9) and a set 
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S E E, the trace of (E, 5) on S, is (S, 9: S) where 
~:S={A~ISIAE~}. (32) 
me trace of an antimatroid is an antimatroid, and the trace of a matroid is a 
matroid. A set S c E is said to be jkee in (E, ZF) if 9: S = 2’. Note that every 
subset of a free set is free, and that if the collection of free sets coincides with the 
collection of feasible sets, then the greedoid is a matroid. A set C c_ E is called a 
circuit of (E, 9) if it is a minimal non-free set, i.e. if C is not free but every 
proper subset of it is free. This corresponds to the usual definition of the circuits 
of a matroid. 
The collection of circuits is not sufficient o determine the feasible sets of an 
antimatroid. For example, let E = {a, b, c}, Sl = (0, {a}, {b}, {a, b}, {a, c}, 
(a, b, c}), and % = (0, (a), (4, (a, ~1, (a, b), @, ~3, (a, 6, 4). T’kn (E, FI) 
and (E, &) are two distinct antimatroids with the same collection of circuits: 
{{a, b, c}}. It was shown in [ll] that for each circuit C there exists a E C, called 
the root of C, such that 9:C = 2c - {a}. Such a pair (C, a) is called a rooted 
circuit of (E, 9), and B(E, 9) denotes the set of all rooted circuits of (E, 9). 
The following theorem, proved in [ll], shows that the rooted circuits of an 
antimatroid etermine it uniquely. 
Theorem 8. Let (E, 9) be an antimatroid and let X c E. Then X E 9’ if and only if 
for each rooted circuit (C, a) E 9, X n C # (a). 
Since the rooted circuits of an antimatroid determine it uniquely, it is often 
convenient to consider the antimatroid as a set of rooted circuits. In this case we 
denote the antimatroid (E, B(E, 9)) or just (E, 3). Similarly, Y’(9) is used to 
denote the feasible sets of the antimatroid with circuit set 3. If a E C c E, then 
(C, a) is called a rooted set. Any collection 9’ of rooted subsets of E determine 
an antimatroid (E, Y(P)) where 
9’(W) = {Xc E 1 X (I C # (a), V(C, a) E 9’). (33) 
The rooted sets in 9’ need not be the rooted circuits of the antimatroid it 
determines, and, in fact, 3’ need not contain all the rooted circuits of the 
antimatroid. However, in [ll] it was shown that there is a unique minimal set of 
rooted subsets of E which determines the antimatroid. 
For the poset antimatroid, each circuit contains two elements and ({x, y }, y) is 
a rooted circuit if and only if y <x. In the antimatroid corresponding to shelling a 
forest, non-free sets are those containing three or more vertices on a path. Each 
circuit consists of three vertices on a path, and the root is the interior vertex, e.g. 
({x, y, z}, z) is a rooted circuit if and only if there is a path from x to y passing 
through the point z. For the convex point shelling, (C, a) is a rooted circuit if and 
only if a E C and C - a is a minimal set such that a is in the convex hull of C - a. 
That this relationship between rooted circuits and the convex hull operator holds 
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for general antimatroids is shown by the following theorem from [S]. A S~UO~Q 
proof is repeated here. 
Theorem 9. Let (E, 9’) be an antimatroid with convex hull z and rooted 
circuits 94. 
(a) If (C, a) E % then a E z(C - aj. 
(b) If a E z(C) - C then there exkts (C’, a) E 3 with C’ c C. 
Proof. (a) If a $ z(C - a) then [E - z(C -a)] n C = {a} E sP:C, which con- 
tradicts the assumption that (C, a) E 92. 
(b) Let C’ s C be a minimal set such that a E z(C’), and let A c E - C’. Then - 
C’ c_ E - (A U a), so a E z(P) E z(E - (A U a)). This implies that A U a Q 9, for 
all A c E - C’, and therefore {a} $9: C’ U a. By the choice of C’, for any 
y E C’, we have a $ z(C’ - y), and y $ z(C’ - y). Otherwise a E z(C’) E z(z(C’ - 
y)) = z(C’ - y), contradicting the choice of C’. Clearly E - z(C’ - y) E 9 and 
therefore [E - z(C’ - y )] n (C’ U a) = {a, y } E Sp :C’ U a. The set system Sp :C’ U 
a satisfies (5) so (y) E Sp: C’ Ua holds for all choices of y E C’. Since PC Ua is 
closed under unions Sp: C’ U a = 2c’u” - {a}, and (C’ U a, a) E 3. Cl 
A similar relatnonship holds between the closure operator, a, and the circuits of 
a matroid. A s& C c E is a circuit if and only if it is a minimal set having some 
element e such that e E a(C - e). Equivalently, 
a(x)=XU{y~3CE%s.t.yEc~xuy}. (34) 
The following axiomatic characterization of the collection of circuits of a 
matroid is well known (cf. [16, 171). 
Theordem 10. Let E be a finite set. Then % c 2E is the collection of circuits of a 
matroid if and only if the following two properties are satisfied. 
C,,CzE% C,EC&C1=Cz. (3% 
CI, GE q, Cl+ Cz, e&nC,* 
3C, E %Z s.t. C, c (C, U CJ - e. (36) 
There is an analogous axiomatization of antimatroids. This characterization, 
whose proof is sketched here, appeared in [S]. 
Theorem ll. Let E be a finite set and let 9’ be a set of rooted subsets of E. Then 
9’ is the set of rooted circuits of an antimatroid if and only if the following two 
properties are satisfied. 
(CI’ XI), (CD x2) E 8” c&c&c1=c2, x1=x2 (37) 
(C,, Xl)’ (C,, xz) fS 9, W&--XI* 
3(C3, Xl) E 9? s.t. c3 E (C, u C,) - xq. (38) 
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Proof. Since circuits are minimal and have unique roots, property (37) is 
satisfied. Let (C,, xl), (C2, x2) E 3’ with x2 E Cl - x1 be circuits of an antimatroid 
and let A=(C1UC2)-{ x1, x2}. By Theorem 9a x1 E r(A U x2) and x2 E z(A U 
y-) -1 ) so by (31) either x1 E t(A) or x2 E t(A). If x2 E t(A) then C1 -x1 E r(A), so 
in either case x1 c z(A) -A. Theorem 9b implies the existence of the circuit 
required by (38). q 
Now suppose that properties (37) and (38) hold. Define z’ : E-, E by 
t’(X) =xU {y E E I3(C, y) E 9’ with C EXU y). We show that z’ is a convex 
hull operator of some antimatroid. That r’ satisfies (28) and (29) is obvious. To 
show (30) holds, assume that for some X c E, there exists y E z’@‘(X)) - a’(X). 
Choose (C,, y) E 9’ with C1 c z’(X) U y such that C1 - (X U y) is minimal, and 
let xE:C1-(XUy). Th en x E z’(X) - X9 so some (C2, x) E 3’ has C, c X Ux. 
By (38), there exists (C,, y) E 3’ with CB s (CI U C,) --x s z(X) -x, and C3 - 
(X UY) E ((CI U C2) -X)-(XUy)=(Cl-x)-(XUy)cC1-(XUy). This 
contradicts the choice of (Cl, y), so (30) holds. Now suppose that X c E, 
y, z $X, z #y, y E z’(X U z), and z E t’(X U y). There exists (C,, y), (C2, Z) E 
9’ with C1, C,sXUy Uz. Then z E C1 - y, otherwise y E z’(X). By (38) there 
exists (C3, y) E 9’ with C, E (CI U Cz) - z = X U y, which implies y E z’(x) and 
contradicts the assumptions. Therefore (31) also holds and z’ is the convex hull 
operator of some antimatroid. From the definition of r’ and property (37), it is 
straightforward toverify that 3’ is the set of circuit.; Df this antimatroid. •l 
In the case of poset greedoids, the elks:r:Fzi on property is equivalent o the 
partial order being transitive, while in thy &rest shelling example this proposition 
is a direct result of the graph LZTB.P-* :; . _ 1 the forest. In the convex point shelling, 
this proposition can be proved algckaically. The elimination property (36), 
together with the minimality condition is sufficient o define matroids, but in fact 
a stronger property holds. 
C,,C2~%,e~C1nC2,fd1-Cz*3C3~%s.t.f~C3r_(C1UC2)-e. 
(3% 
The corresponding strong circuit elimination property does not hold for antimatr- 
oids. For example, consider the antimatroid (E, S), where E = {a, 6, c, d} and 
S= {({a, 6, cl, c), ({c, 4 e}}, e), ({a, e}, e)}. The element k, E {a, b, c} - 
{c, d, e j and e E {c, d, e} - {a, b, c} but there is no rooted circuit (C, e) E % 
having c Q C and C n (6, d} # 0. 
4. Minors and duality 
It is often useful to consider operations which map set systems on an E to set 
systems on E’ c E. One such operation, trace, has already been introduced. 
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Contraction and deletion are operations that map collections of (rooted) subsets 
of E to collections of (rooted) subsets of E’ G E. First some notation is 
introduced. If Ce is a collection of sets, then C E % is said to be minimal if for all 
sets C’ E %, with C’ G C, the set C. For a collection 92 of rooted subsets, the 
minimal elements (C, X) are those for which C is minimal in {C’ 13~’ E 
C’ s.t. (C’, x ‘) E 9). The collection of minimal (rooted) sets in V(9) is denoted 
by Min %(Min 9). 
Let A = (E, %) be a matroid and let S E E. The contraction (/) and deletion (\) 
of the set S from A are defined as follows: d/S = (E - S, Z/S) and A \S = 
(E-S,%\S), where %/S=Min(C-SIC6&C-S#fl} and %\S={CICE 
% and C n S = 0). The following results about matroid contraction and deletion 
are well known. Both A/S and A\S are matroids, called minors of JU. If XT,, 
aAis and a,, denote the closure operation in 4, JU\S and A/S, respectively, 
then 
%t\s(X) = Qt(x) - s9 WXcE-S; (9 
q&X) = O&(X u S) - s, VXsE-S. (41) 
If multiple, disjoint sets are to be contracted or deleted, then the order in which 
the operations are performed does not influence the outcome, i.e. if S, T c E, 
SnT=& then 
(JW)IT = (AIT)/S; (42) 
(JUJS)\ T = (Al\ T)/S; (43) 
(JU\S)\T = (./U\T)\S. (9 
The antimatroid contraction and deletion operations are obtained by apply- 
ing the matroid definitions to collections of rooted sets. For & = (E, 3) an 
antimatroid, and S s E, we have d/S = (E -S, CR/S) and &\S = (E -S, 
%\S), where 9?\S = {(C, X) 1 (C, X) E 92, S n C = $3) and 3/S = Min{(C - 
S, X) 1 (C, X) E 3, x $ S}. In the poset examples, the deletion operation cor- 
responds to deleting the set S from the poset, and the resulting antimatroid is 
again a poset greedoid. The contraction cperation does not preserve the poset 
property: elements which are less (in the partial order) than elements in S 
become loops, and the ordering between elements not related to elements of S 
are preserved. In the forest shelling, deletion can be regarded as removing the set 
S from the forest. The resulting antimatroid is again a forest shelling. However, 
the contraction operation does not preserve this property, and there is no natural 
graph interpretation of this operation. Deletion of a point {e} in the convex point 
shelling example can be regarded as deleting e from the set of points being 
considered, and contraction corresponds to projecting through e onto a 
hyperplane. 
Propsition 12. Let & = (E, 3) be an antimatroid and let S c E. Then Sa/S and 
AS are also antimatroidr. 
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The direct proof (from [4]) of this proposition in terms of the circuit definitions, 
requires the following lemma. It is worth noting that an analogous lemma is often 
used in the proof that the family of matroids is closed under minors. 
Lemma l3. If (C, x) E 3 and x $ S c E, then there exists (C’, x) E B/S such that 
C’CC-s. 
tif of Lemma 13. Suppose not and choose a circuit (C, x) E 9 so that the 
lemma fails and C - S is minimal. There exists (C,, x,) E 9 such that C1 - S c 
C-S and x#q. Since x+C--, (38) implies that some (C&E% has 
C2~(C1UC2)-x1 and Cl-Sc((C,-S)U(C-S))-#CC-S. By the choice 
of (C, x), there exists (C’, x) E !% with C’ - S c C1 - S c C - S and (C’ - S, x) E 
s/S, contradicting the assumption thai the lemma fails for (C, x). 0 
Proof of the proposition. Clearly (37) and (38) hold for 9\S c_ 9. By definition 
9/S satisfies property (37). If (C,, x1), (Cz, x,) E s/S with n2 E C1 - x1 then there 
exists (C;, x1), (Ci, ~2) E 9 with C: - S = C’i, i = 1,2 and x2 E C; -x1. Applying 
(38) to 9, there exists (C$, x1) E 9 with C; c (Cl U C;) -x2. By Lemma 13, 
there exists (C,, x1) E 9/S with C, c Ci - S c ((Cg U C$) -x2) - S = ((Ci - S) U 
(Ci-S))-x,=(C,UC,)- x2. Therefore property (38) holds for B/S and the 
proposition is proved. q 
Let %, tlis denote the convex hull operation in .& &\S and d/S, 
respectively. Then the following relationships hold, 
GP\s(X) = G(X) - S, VXcE-S; 
r&(X) = r&q(X u S) - s, VXcE-S. 
As in the case for matroids, if multiple, disjoint 
deleted, then the order in which the operations are 
sets are to be contracted or 
performed oes not influence 
the outcome. The proof, from [4], is straight and is sketched here. 
Let ~4 = (E, 9) be an antmatroid, and let S, T c E, S n T = 0. Then 
(dS)/T = (WT)/S; (47) 
(d/S)\ T = (&\ T)/S; (48) 
(s4\S)\T = (94\T)\S. (49) 
roposition. (47) If (C, x) E (9/S)/T then there are root& Grcuits 
(C,, x) E %/S and (C,, x) E 9 with C = C1 - T = (C2 - S) - T. Also, there are 
rooted circuits (Ci, x) E B/T and (C’, x) E (B/T)/S with C’ c C; - S z C2 - 
(S U T) = C. Similarly, for each (C’, x) E (B/T)/S, there exists (C”, x) E (9/S)/ T 
with C’s C’. Since both (%/T)/S and (%/S)/T satisfy (37), (.s@/T)/S = 
@f/S)/ T. 
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(48) If (C, X) E (%\ S)/ T then there is a rooted circuit (C, , X) E 92 with 
C = Cl - T and S n C1 = 0. By Lemma 13, there is a rooted cucuit (Ci, X) E 9/T 
with C;cC,- T =C. Since SnC’=8, we have (C’,X)E(%/T)\S. Similarly, 
for each (C’, X)E (B/T)\S there exists (Cl, X)E $R with C; - T = C’, and 
S n C; =0. Thus (Ci, X) E a\S, and for some (C”, X) E (B\S)/T we have 
C’s Ci - T = C’. Since both (%/T)\S and (B\S)/eT satisfy (37), the equality 
holds. 
(49) The rooted set (C,X)E(~\S)\T if and only if (C,x)&R\S and 
T (I C = 4). This is equivalent o having (C, X) E 5@ and C n (S U T) = 0, which 
holds if and only if (C, x) E (%\T)\S. So (sQ\S)\T = (d\T)\S. Cl 
In [ 121, Korte and Lovasz define contraction and deletion for general greedoids 
by extending the independent set definitions of matroids minors. For antimatr- 
oids, these operations do not correspond to the circuit set definitions given here. 
In fact, for antimatroids their feasible set contraction operation is equivalent o 
the circuit set deletion operation given here, and for both matroids ami 
antimatroids, deleting a set S c_ E is equivalent o taking the trace on the set 
E - S. In [ll] the authors remark that the trace operation preserves antimatroids, 
which is equivalent o the deletion portion of Theorem 12. The properties in 
Theorem 14, although not mentioned in these works ([ll, 121) were probably 
known by Korte and Lovasz, as these properties become more obvious when 
stated in terms of the resulting collections of feasible sets. 
It is easy to show that for antimatroids, contraction and deletion, as defined 
here, coincide with correspondi,:g definitions in terms of alignments given in [7], 
althaugh there only contraction of convex sets is defined. Within this slightly 
more limited domain, the authors prove that convex geometries (antimatroids in 
which all circuits have at least two elements) are closed under deletion, and under 
contraction of convex sets. . 
The definition of rooted circuits of antimatroids i  similar to the definition of 
circuits of a matroid; both are defined to be minimal non-free sets. The rooted 
circuit elimination property of antimatroids i analogous to the circuit elimination 
property of matroids, and to the signed circuit elimination property of oriented 
matroids, and each of these structures can be characterized in terms of these 
elemination properties. The convex hull operator of an antimatroid is closely 
related to the closure operator of a matroid. In addition, the contraction and 
deletion operations on these structures are very similar. 
Matroid duality is a relation between matroids on a set E. In [3] Bland and 
Dietrich showed that the matroid duality function is the unique involution on the 
family. of matroids that preserves the ground set and interchanges matroid 
contraction and deletion. Because of’ the similarity between matroids and 
antimatroids one might expect here to be a duality relation for antimatroids. The 
following argument (summarized from [3]) shows that there is no function on the 
family of antimatroids that satisfies the three properties used to characterize 
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matroid duality. For E = {e}, there are two antimatroids: ~4 = (E {(E, e)}) and 
Se’ = (E, 0). If there were an involution D on the family of antimatroids that 
preserved the ground set and interchanged contraction and deletion, then either 
(i) or (ii) holds. 
(i) 3(d) = SQ and 9(S) = Se’. 
(ii) D&Z) = Sp’ and D(S) = A 
Consider the six antimatroids on E = {e, e’} and their minors obtained by 
contracting and deleting the set {e’}. 
J& = (E, 0); J& = (E’ {(W, e), (W}, 0); 
sa,=m ~w'm; J&=@, W 4); 
&=(E, {({e'},e')}); J&=(& {(E 0)). 
Let S'=(di I&i/e =d'}, SJ={di 1 &i/e'=&}, SF'={& 1 &i\e'=sQ'}: and 
ZE=(Jsildi\e' = Se}. Note that 19’1= 3, and i%VI = 3, lZE’l= 4, and lS!l= 2. If 
(i) holds, then, since D interchanges con!raction and deletion, D : t!/+ St’, 
D:CV’+%‘, D:S+9, and D:%’ ---, 3’. This contradrcts the assumption that D 
is an involution. If (ii) holds, then D : f?l+ 2?, D : W-S!, D : %+ W, and 
D : 9!“+ 3, again contradicting the assumption that D is an involution. There- 
fore, no such function D exists. This implies that there is no relation on the family 
of antimatroids that is analogous to matroid duality. 
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